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Abstract—Generalized Operational Perceptron (GOP) was
proposed to generalize the linear neuron model in the traditional
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and this model can mimic the
synaptic connections of the biological neurons that have nonlinear
neurochemical behaviours. Progressive Operational Perceptron
(POP) is a multilayer network composing of GOPs which
is formed layer-wise progressively. In this work, we propose
major modifications that can accelerate as well as augment
the progressive learning procedure of POP by incorporating an
information-preserving, linear projection path from the input
to the output layer at each progressive step. The proposed
extensions can be interpreted as a mechanism that provides direct
information extracted from the previously learned layers to the
network, hence the term “memory”. This allows the network to
learn deeper architectures with better data representations. An
extensive set of experiments show that the proposed modifications
can surpass the learning capability of the original POPs and other
related algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given a data set, a learning problem can be translated as the
task of searching for the suitable transformation or mapping of
the input data to some domains with specific characteristics.
In discriminative learning, data in the target domain should be
separable among different classes of input while in generative
learning, data in the target domain should match some specific
characteristics (e.g. a given distribution). In the biological
learning system of mammals, the transformation is done by a
set of neurons, each of which conducts electrical signals over
three distinct operations: modification of the input signal from
the synapse connection in the Dendrites; pooling operation of
the modified input signals in the Soma, and sending pulses
when the pooled potentials exceed a limit in the Axon hillock
[1]. Biological learning systems are generally built from a di-
verse set of neurons which perform various neuronal activities.
For example, it has been shown that there are approximately 55
different types of neurons to perform low-level visual sensing
in mammalian retina [2].
In order to solve learning problems with machines, Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) were designed to simulate biological
learning system with artificial neurons as the core component.
The most typical neuron model is based on McCulloch-Pitts
perceptron [3], thereupon simply referred to as perceptron,
which loosely mimics the behavior of biological neurons by
scaling the input signals, summing over all scaled inputs,
followed by the thresholding step. Mathematically, the activity
of a perceptron corresponds to a linear transformation followed
by an element-wise nonlinear function. Despite its simplicity,
most of the existing state-of-the-art architectures in different
application domains [4], [5], [6], [7] rely on this additive/affine
perceptron model. This is due to the fact that linear transforma-
tion is expressed via matrix multiplication, which has several
highly optimized implementations. While being efficient in
terms of computation, the traditional perceptron model might
not be optimal in terms of representation. In fact, the idea
of enhancing the expressiveness of neural networks via more
complex neuron models or activation functions has gradually
attracted more attentions [8], [9], [10], [11]. In order to better
simulate biological neuron in the mammalian nervous system,
the authors in [1] proposed a generalized perceptron model,
known as Generalized Operational Perceptron (GOP), which
admits a broader range of neuronal activities by three distinct
sets of operations: nodal, pooling and activation operations.
The schematic operation of GOP is illustrated in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, a GOP first applies a nodal operator
(ψl+1
i
) to each individual output signal from the previous layer
using adjustable synaptic weights wl+1
ki
(k = 1, . . . , Nl). The
operated output signals are pooled to a scalar by the pooling
operator (ρl+1
i
), after which the bias term bl+1
i
is added.
The activation operator (f
l+1
i ) determines the magnitude of
activating signal that GOP sends to the next layer. By having
the ability to select different nodal, pooling and activation
operators from a library of operators, each GOP encapsulates a
wide range of neural activities. In our work, the term operator
set, which refers to one specific choice of nodal, pooling and
activation operator, represents a particular neuronal activity of
a GOP. A sample library of operators is shown in Table I.
Mathematically, the activities performed by the i-th GOP in
layer l + 1 can be described the by following equations:
zl+1
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= ψl+1i (y
l
k, w
l+1
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) (1)
xl+1
i
= ρl+1
i
(zl+11i , . . . , z
l+1
Nli
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i
(2)
yl+1
i
= f l+1
i
(xl+1
i
) (3)
Multiple GOPs can be combined to form multilayer net-
work, hereafter called GOP networks. Since each GOP in-
volves a library of operators, training a GOP network poses a
much more challenging problem compared to standard MLP
networks: not only the synaptic weights and the biases should
be optimized but also the choice of the operator set per
Fig. 1. Activities of the i-th GOP neuron at layer l+ 1, characterized by the synaptic weights wl+1
ki
, the nodal operator ψl+1
i
, the pooling operator ρk+1
i
and the activation operator f l+1
i
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)
neuron. In [1], the authors proposed Progressive Operational
Perceptron (POP), a specific configuration of GOP network
in which each layer is progressively trained, given a pre-
defined network template. To make the search of operator
set tractable, POP constrains all GOPs within the same layer
to share the same operator set, and the evaluation of each
operator set is performed through stochastic optimization, i.e.,
Back Propagation (BP) algorithm. Recently, the authors in
[12] proposed a new learning algorithm that aims at efficiency
and compactness by constructing heterogeneous multilayer of
GOPs utilizing a randomization process during the search
procedure.
In this study, we aim to improve the performance of POPs
by making several modifications. Particularly, we incorporate a
linear output layer relaxation to reduce the training complexity
that only requires one iteration over the library of operator sets
instead of four as in the original POP trained with two-pass
GIS algorithm. In addition, we propose two memory schemes
that aim to augment the progressive learning procedure in
POP by incorporating an additional linear path that preserves
information extracted from previous layers. The contributions
of our work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose POPfast, a simplified version of POP, which
only requires one iteration over the library of operator sets
compared to four iterations as in POP. Our experimental
results demonstrate that POPfast performs similarly to
POP while being faster.
• Based on POPfast, we propose two memory schemes
to enable the network direct access to previous layers’
information at each progressive step. For each memory
scheme, we evaluate two types of information-preserving
linear transformations to extract information synthesized
by the previous layers. Extensive experiments were con-
ducted to demonstrate performance improvements of
POPfast augmented with memory. Besides, the impor-
tance of memory path is also empirically analyzed.
• We make our implementation of all evaluated algorithms
publicly available to facilitate future research, including
parallel implementation for both single and multiple
machines1
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we review POP and other related progressive algo-
rithms for ANN training. Section 3 starts with the description
of POPfast and continues to the description of the proposed
memory schemes. In Section 4, we describe the details of our
experimental setup, followed by quantitative analysis of the
experiment results. Finally, our conclusion is made in Section
5.
II. RELATED WORK
This section reviews Progressive Operational Perceptron
(POP) that is a particular type of GOP networks with progres-
sive formation. In addition, other related progressive learning
algorithms which were evaluated in our work are also briefly
presented.
A. Progressive Operational Perceptron (POP)
Given a target Mean Square Error (MSE) value and a
network template T = [I, h1, . . . , hN , O] that defines the
number of hidden layers (N ) and the number of neurons in
each layer (h1, . . . , hN ), POP sequentially learns one hidden
layer at each step and terminates when the target MSE is
achieved, or all layers in the template are learned. At step k,
POP constructs a Single Hidden Layer Network (SHLN) with
hk−1 input neurons, hk hidden GOPs and O output GOPs.
With the constraint that neurons in the same layer share the
same operator set, the learning task at step k is to find the
operator sets of the hidden and output layer with the synaptic
weights that achieve the minimum MSE. This is done via a
greedy iterative search procedure called two-pass GIS.
Let φh and φo denote the operator set in the hidden and
output layer respectively. In the first pass, φh is chosen
randomly and fixed. The best performing φ∗o is selected by
iterating through all operator sets in the library and training the
SHLN with E epochs using Back Propagation (BP) algorithm
at each iteration. Once φ∗o is found, the algorithm continues
by fixing φ∗o and iterating through the library to find the best
performing φ∗
h
. The second pass of GIS is similar to the first
pass with the only exception that φ∗
h
from the first pass is
assigned to the hidden layer instead of a random assignment.
The illustration of two-pass GIS algorithm is shown in the
Appendix A.
After two-pass GIS, φ∗
h
and the learned synaptic weights
are fixed for the k-th hidden layer. If the MSE achieved by
the current k hidden layer network does not match the target
MSE, POP discards the current output layer and continues
to learn (k + 1)-th hidden layer in the same manner. After
the progression, if the target MSE value is not reached, POP
1https://github.com/viebboy/POPmem
fixes all the operator set assignments and finetunes all synaptic
weights for some epochs. To learn a new hidden layer, it is
clear that POP iterates four times over the library of operator
set, requiring a complexity of 4NOE BP epochs with NO is
the total number of operator sets in the library.
B. Other Progressive Learning Algorithms
Heterogeneous Multilayer Generalized Operational Percep-
tron (HeMLGOP) [12] is another progressive learning algo-
rithm that was proposed to learn a heterogeneous architecture
of GOPs by using a randomization technique [13] during
the operator set evalution. The objective of HeMLGOP is,
however, different from our POP with memory extension in
that HeMLGOP is designed to learn efficient but compact
network topologies while we aim to facilitate the progression
to learn deeper architectures. While the literature in GOP
is scarce, there are many progressive learning algorithms
proposed for multilayer perceptron.
Broad Learning System (BLS) [14] was proposed to extend
the idea of Random Vector Functional Link Neural Network
[15] by incrementing random neurons of a two hidden layer
network. The first hidden layer extracts features through
random linear transformation followed by sigmoid activation.
Similarly, the second hidden layer applies a random linear
transformation and sigmoid activation to the output of the
previous layer. The features synthesized by both hidden layers
are concatenated and fed to a linear classifier. BLS comes
with efficient incremental solutions for both hidden layers and
can be seen as a representative for the class of incremental
randomized networks that have fixed depth.
In [16], the authors proposed Stacked Extreme Learning
Machine (S-ELM) that progressively stacks several ELMs in
a serial manner. The motivation of S-ELM is to divide a
very large ELM network into multiple, connected ELMs to
make the computation tractable. At each progressive step,
S-ELM concatenates newly generated random features from
the original input and previously synthesized hidden features
which are extracted via Principle Component Analysis (PCA).
The concatenated features are used to learn a linear classifier
via least square solution. By retaining previously synthesized
hidden features and generating new random features from the
input, it can be considered that S-ELM virtually learns very
large ELM.
Similar to S-ELM, Progressive Learning Network (PLN)
[17] also utilizes random transformation and previously syn-
thesized information during progression. Different from S-
ELM, PLN concatenates newly generated random features
from the previous hidden layer output and information gener-
ated by the previously learned output layer. The concatenated
features are fed to a linear classifier, which is solved by a
constrained but convex optimization problem. Additionally,
in PLN, blocks of random features are added to the current
hidden layer until the performance saturates and the algorithm
forms a new hidden layer. In this aspect, PLN is similar to
HeMLGOP.
In general, BLS, S-ELM, and PLN share the same objective
as our proposed algorithm, i.e., to learn large and deep
network architectures to achieve the best performances without
factoring the cost of inference. S-ELM and PLN are similar
to our work in that both algorithms augment the progressive
learning by reusing past information. The specific motivation
and mechanism of each algorithm and ours are, however,
different.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
In this section, we start by describing POPfast, an extension
we propose to reduce the training complexity of POP trained
with two-pass GIS. We continue by describing our motivation
to propose memory extensions to POPfast. Two memory
extensions are then described and discussed in detail.
A. POPfast
At each progressive step, POP constructs SHLN with the
hidden and output layer based on GOPs. This requires the
algorithm to search for the operator set of the hidden layer
in conjunction with the output layer. A brute-force approach
which evaluates all possible combination of operator sets in
the hidden and output layer would require N2
O
experiments
with E epochs each. By two-pass GIS, POP evaluates 4NO
experiments, which is only a small portion of the total search
space. We propose to relax the output layer as a linear
layer with appropriate activation function, i.e., soft-max for
a classification task and identity for a regression task. By
using a linear output layer, we enforce the network to learn
successive nonlinear transformations that can lead to a feature
space in which classes are linearly separable. This extension
of POP is termed POPfast. By fixing the form of the output
layer, POPfast only needs to search for the operator set in
the hidden layer when solving the SHLN configuration. The
total search space of POPfast is, thus, NO experiments when
adding a new hidden layer, which is 4× smaller than the actual
search space of POP. The relaxation not only allows POPfast
to be faster than POP when learning a new hidden layer but
also guarantees that POPfast iterates through the whole search
space.
B. Motivation
Let Xl be the input to the l-th hidden layer, with X1 =
X the input data. In addition, let Fl be the transformation
performed by the l-th hidden layer. In POP and POPfast, when
learning hidden layer l, the hidden layer is optimized with
respect to the data representation Xl which is Fl−1(Xl−1)
and the output layer only observes Fl(Xl) to learn a decision
function. That means that the hidden layer and the output layer
of the current SHLN do not have direct access to all previously
extracted representations Fk(Xk) with k = 1, . . . , l − 1. If
the size of l-th layer is not big enough or the transformation
performed by Fl fails to produce more meaningful features,
e.g. in terms of data discrimination, as compared to Fl−1, the
progression will terminate. From this viewpoint, learning new
hidden layer as in POP and POPfast does not augment what
has been learned by the entire network so far, but it can be
interpreted as an attempt to learn better Fl(Xl) compared to
Xl by only observing Xl. Therefore, at each progressive step
l, we aim to achieve two features to improve the progression
of POPfast:
• Instead of only Fl−1(Xl−1), we aim to provide the
new hidden layer with the direct information from all
previously learned representations Fk(Xk), with k =
1, . . . , l − 1.
• In addition, we aim to provide the output layer of SHLN
with the direct information from all previously learned
representations Fk(Xk), with k = 1, . . . , l− 1.
By achieving the aforementioned two features, learning new
hidden layer can then be understood as trying to complement
what has been learned by the entire network so far. In the
next subsection, we will propose two memory extensions:
POPmem-H and POPmem-O. POPmem-H, which denotes the
scheme that provides memory to the hidden layer, maintains
the first feature. On the other hand, POPmem-O, which
provides memory to the output layer, possesses both features
mentioned above.
C. POPmem-H & POPmem-O
Let G denotes a linear projection that preserves the infor-
mation of the data. Depending on the form of G, different
types of information can be preserved. For example, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) tries to preserve the energy of the
data, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) aims to preserve
the separability between different data classes, and Locality
Preserving Projection (LPP) aims to preserve the structure of
the local neighborhoods within the data.
POPmem-H is similar to POPfast with the difference that at
step l, instead of training the SHLN with Fl−1(Xl−1) as the
input, Fl−1(Xl−1) is concatenated with Gl−1(Xl−1) and the
resulting vector is given as input to the SHLN. That is, at layer
l, the input to the SHLN is Xl = [Fl−1(Xl−1),Gl−1(Xl−1)].
Thus, the new hidden layer is trained by observing information
extracted from all previous layers. To better understand why
Xl preserves information from all previous layers, we can
see that Gl−1 preserves information in Xl−1, which is the
concatenation of Fl−2(Xl−2) and Gl−2(Xl−2) and so on. We
should note that Gl, which is optimized based on its respec-
tive algorithm, e.g. generalized eigen-value decomposition for
LDA, is fixed during the gradient descend updates of GOP
neurons.
While POPmem-H provides the new hidden layer with
all previously synthesized hidden features, the output layer
does not observe this information. If the new hidden layer
cannot synthesize features as discriminative as the input, which
preserves important information extracted from all previous
layers, it is difficult for POPmem-H to learn a better output
layer compared to the previous step.
At step l, in order to provide both to the hidden and
output layer with information related to the previously learned
layers, we propose POPmem-O that incorporates the linear
path Gl from the input to the output layer. This linear path
Fig. 2. Progression in POPmem-H until the third hidden layer, given a 4-layer network template. At step l, POPmem-H forms a Single Hidden Layer
Network (SHLN) with the input Xl formed by concatenating Fl−1(Xl−1) (the output of the previous GOP layer) and Gl−1(Xl−1) (the output of the linear
transformation of Xl−1). The linear transformation Gl−1 is optimized using the respective algorithm, e.g., PCA or LDA, and then fixed. The hidden layer
is a GOP layer (Fl) which is optimized together with the output layer in a similar manner as POPfast. After that, Fl is fixed when POPmem-H proceeds to
the next steps.
Fig. 3. Progression in POPmem-O until the third hidden layer, given a network template of 4 hidden layers. At step l, POPmem-O forms a Single Hidden
Layer Network (SHLN) with the input Xl formed by concatenating Fl−1(Xl−1) (the output of the previous GOP layer) and Gl−1(Xl−1) (the output of the
linear transformation of Xl−1). The hidden layer is the concatenation of the l-th GOP layer (Fl) and the linear transformation Gl. The linear transformation
Gl is optimized with its respective algorithm, e.g., PCA or LDA, and POPmem-O learns Fl and the output layer in a similar manner as POPfast while fixing
Gl. After that, Fl is fixed when POPmem-O continues to the next steps.
is optimized with its respective algorithm and fixed before
POPmem-O constructs the SHLN to learn new hidden layer
Fl. The optimization of Fl and the output layer in the SHLN
is similar to POPfast. Since the hidden representation of
SHLN at step l is the concatenation of Fl(Xl) and Gl(Xl),
Xl+1 = [Fl(Xl),Gl(Xl)] is used as the input to the (l+1)-th
hidden layer. Therefore, the input to the hidden layer at each
progressive step in POPmem-O contains all previously learned
features by the network, similar to POPmem-H. Together with
the linear path from the input to the output layer, it is obvious
that POPmem-O achieves the two features that motivate us to
exploit the augmented information in the progressive training
process of POP.
Figure 2 and 3 illustrate POPmem-H and POPmem-O when
learning l-th hidden layer respective. Both memory schemes
propose a generic way to augment the progressive learning
procedure with an information-preserving linear projection G.
It should be noted that there exists other nonlinear transfor-
mations having similar properties such as Autoencoder [18]
or Variational Autoencoder [19]. These methods, however,
involve several hyper-parameters that require careful selection,
which is done via extensive experiments. While having fewer
hyper-parameters, LPP involves the eigenvalue decomposition
of the kernel matrix, which scales badly as the number of
training samples increases. By using only two simple dimen-
sionality reduction methods, we are able to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed algorithms. While our memory
extensions bear some resemblances to the skip-connection in
ResNet or DenseNet [20], [21], there are certain differences:
residual connection was proposed for static network architec-
ture setting while our memory extensions are proposed for the
progressive architecture learning setting with the motivation to
learn new complementary hidden representation at each step;
the memory extensions proposed in our work are in a generic
form, allowing the adoption of any meaningful information
preserving projection according to the problem at hand, which
is optimized separately from the optimization of GOP hidden
layers.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we detail our empirical evaluation and
analysis of the proposed POPfast, POPmem-H and POPmem-
O with respect to POP and three other related algorithms:
BLS, S-ELM, and PLN. PCA and LDA were employed
as the information-preserving, linear projection G in our
memory proposals. The corresponding algorithms are de-
noted as POPmem-H-PCA, POPmem-H-LDA, POPmem-O-
PCA, POPmem-O-LDA.
Information related to the datasets, experimental protocol
and implementation will be given first, followed by exper-
imental results and discussion. The first set of experiments
was conducted on small-scale datasets to demonstrate the effi-
cacy of POPfast by having similar performance with reduced
training complexity compared to POP. Since POP requires an
enormous amount of computation on medium and large-scale
TABLE II
DATASET STATISTICS
Database #Samples Input dimension Target dimension
Olympic Sports [22] 774 100 16
Holywood3d [23] 945 100 14
Caltech256 [24] 30607 512 257
MIT indoor [25] 15620 512 67
CFW60k [26] 60000 512 500
TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE (%) ON SMALL-SCALE DATASETS
Holywood3d Olympic Sports
POP 78.03 87.30
POPfast 79.42 87.49
POPmem-H-PCA 80.32 88.31
POPmem-H-LDA 78.36 88.70
POPmem-O-PCA 80.65 88.71
POPmem-O-LDA 78.68 87.90
S-ELM 72.78 83.06
BLS 73.77 81.85
PLN 72.13 76.61
datasets, the second set of experiments on those datasets was
conducted without POP.
A. Datasets
Our empirical evaluation contains results on 5 classification
problems of varying sizes: Olympic Sports [22], Holywood3d
[23], Caltech256 [24], MIT indoor [25] and CFW60k [26].
Statistics about the datasets are shown in Table II.
Olympic Sports and Holywood3d represents the problem of
human action recognition in videos. Caltech256 is an object
classification dataset with 256 objects and one background
class. MIT indoor is used for indoor scene recognition with 66
different indoor scene categories. CFW60k, which is a subset
of Celebrity in the Wild (CFW) dataset [26], contains 60K
facial images depicting 500 celebrities. CFW60k was used as
a face recognition dataset in our experiments.
In order to extract meaningful video representation for
Olympic Sports and Holywood3d, we adopted the state-of-
the-art descriptor proposed in [27] and combined five ac-
tion descriptions using the suggested multi-channel kernel
approach, with which Kernel PCA was applied to obtain
100-dimensional vector-based representation for each video.
Regarding Caltech256 and MIT indoor, deep features were
extracted by average pooling over the spatial dimension of the
last convolution layer of VGG network [28] pre-trained on
ILSVRC2012 database. Similar deep features were generated
for CFW60k using VGGface network [29].
B. Experiment Protocol
For Olympic Sports and Holywood3d, the standard partition
provided by the database was used in our experiments. With
Caltech256, MIT indoor and CFW60k, we randomly shuffled
TABLE IV
TRAINING TIME (SECOND) PER LAYER ON SMALL-SCALE DATASETS
Holywood3d Olympic Sports
POP 48484 28414
POPfast 7851 6881
POPmem-H-PCA 7921 6990
POPmem-H-LDA 8330 7291
POPmem-O-PCA 10549 8905
POPmem-O-LDA 10507 7804
S-ELM 11 10
BLS 3 4
PLN 178 182
and employed 60% of the data for training and 20% each for
validation and testing. When the validation set is available,
the performance measured on the validation set is used to
determine the stopping criterion and the performance on the
test set is reported in this paper with the median over three
runs.
While POP was originally proposed with an absolute mea-
sure of the stopping criterion, we applied a relative measure
to determine when to stop the progression to every evaluated
algorithm, which ensures a fair progression setting for all
algorithms. Particularly, let Al denotes the accuracy achieved
at the l progressive step, the progression stops when
Al −Al−1
Al−1
< 10−4 (4)
Regarding the regularization methods for GOP-based al-
gorithms, 50% of Dropout was applied to the output of the
hidden layers. In addition, two types of weight regularization
were experimented individually: weight decay and l2 norm
constraint. The coefficient for weight decay was set to 0.0001
and the maximum norm value was set to 2.0. During the
operator set evaluation, each network was trained for 300
epochs with the initial learning rate equal to 0.01 that drops by
0.01 after every 100 epochs. After the progression, the entire
network was finetuned for 200 epochs with initial learning
rate 0.0001 that drops to 0.00001 after 100 epochs. A network
template of 8 hidden layers, each of which has 40 GOPs, was
given to all GOP-based algorithms. When PCA is employed
as the memory path, the subspace dimension was selected as
the minimum number of principal axes required to keep 98%
of the energy. In case of LDA, the subspace dimension was
fixed to C − 1 with C is the number of target classes. For
both projections, the data is centered at the origin and 0.01
was added to the diagonal of the covariance matrix in case of
singularity.
Regarding BLS, S-ELM, and PLN, we have experimented
with a wide range of hyper-parameters since these meth-
ods are sensitive to the hyper-parameter selection. For BLS,
the regularization applied to pseudo-inverse (λ) and regu-
larization coefficient used in Alternating Direction Method
of Multiplier (ADMM) (µ) was selected from the set
TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE (%) ON MEDIUM AND LARGE-SCALE
DATASETS
Caltech256 MIT indoor CFW60K
POPfast 73.93 66.82 85.05
POPfast* 77.62 68.37 87.46
POPmem-H-PCA 74.43 66.98 84.61
POPmem-H-LDA 74.04 66.76 84.79
POPmem-O-PCA 79.25 69.04 88.95
POPmem-O-LDA 79.35 68.22 88.89
S-ELM 69.83 60.83 64.40
BLS 72.35 58.35 75.92
PLN 75.57 65.85 85.79
{10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 10, 102, 103}. The same range was used
in PLN for least-square regularization (λ), output layer opti-
mization (α and µ), and in S-ELM for least-square regulariza-
tion. The number of iterations in ADMM was set to 500 for
both PLN and BLS. For S-ELM, we followed Algorithm 2 as
given in [16] and concatenated 500 new hidden neurons with
500 hidden features extracted by PCA from the previous layer
at each progressive step. In BLS and PLN, the incremental
step is 20 and the maximum number of random neurons per
hidden layer was fixed to 1000.
Table III shows the classification performance of all evalu-
ated algorithms on two small datasets. In order to demonstrate
the effectiveness of POPfast and memory extensions in terms
of training time compared to POP, we conducted all algorithms
on a single machine with the same configuration and report
the training time per layer on two small-scale datasets in Table
IV. For medium and large-scale datasets, experiments were
conducted on a cluster operating with a queuing system, thus
the training times of different algorithms are not comparable
and omitted here. It is clear that POPfast has similar or
better performance compared to POP with relatively shorter
training time per layer. Among all algorithms, POPmem-O-
PCA is the best performing algorithm on both datasets while
S-ELM, BLS, and PLN are inferior to GOP-based algorithms.
While memory variants utilizing PCA consistently outperform
POPfast, it is not the case with LDA. Since the memory
extensions require an additional step to calculate the linear
projection, the training time of POPmem-O and POPmem-H
are slightly slower than POPfast but still far more efficient as
compared to POP. Without involving the operator set searching
step, perceptron-based algorithms, i.e. BLS, S-ELM, and PLN,
are the fastest to train.
Since POP requires a large amount of computation, experi-
ments on medium and large-scale datasets were not conducted
for POP. The classification performances of all other algo-
rithms are shown in Table V. It is obvious that both PCA
and LDA variants of POPmem-H indicate no improvement
as compared to POPfast. On the other hand, there are huge
gaps between POPmem-O variants and POPfast or POPmem-
H. The differences between two variants of POPmem-O are
relatively small. As discussed in Section III-C, during the
progression in POPmem-H, information learned from all pre-
vious layers can be observed by the new hidden layer but not
the output layer. Thus, POPmem-H might struggle to learn
new hidden layer that synthesizes better features compared
to all previously extracted features preserved in the input of
the SHLN. On the contrary, the memory path in POPmem-
O allows both hidden and output layer to access information
related to previously learned layers, which augments the
network to learn better representation.
In order to empirically verify the importance of the linear
memory path, we took the network topologies learned by
POPmem-O as the templates to train POPfast and denote the
results as POPfast*. While improving over POPfast due to
larger hidden layers, the performances of POPfast* are still
inferior to POPmem-O variants. This indicates that the hidden
layers in POPmem-O composing of both nonlinear neurons
(GOPs) and information-preserving linear neurons produce
more discriminative representations compared to those in
POPfast* with only GOPs.
Since S-ELM and BLS utilize only random hidden neurons,
they perform worse than other evaluated algorithms. As in
case of PLN, the algorithm performs better than POPfast on
Caltech256 and CFW60K but worse on MIT indoor. This is
due to the fact that each hidden layer in PLN is formed by
newly added neurons and features produced by the previous
prediction, which is always twice the number of classes. That
is, in Caltech256 and CFW60K, hidden layers of PLN have at
least 502 and 1000 neurons respectively, which are much larger
than dimensions in POPfast. When the network templates
increase as in POPfast*, PLN is outperformed on all three
datasets.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an efficient algorithm that accel-
erates the training time of the original POP algorithm while
having competitive performances. Based on the accelerated
version, we propose two extensions that aim to augment
the progressive learning procedure by providing information
learned from all previous layers. Our empirical analysis shows
that by augmenting both hidden and output layer at each step
as in POPmem-O, the algorithm learns networks with better
representations that outperform other related algorithms. In
addition, the significance of the memory path was also verified
empirically.
APPENDIX A
TWO-PASS GIS
Here we illustrate the two-pass GIS algorithm to train a
Single Hidden Layer Network (SHLN) in the original POP
network. It starts by randomly selecting the operator set for
the hidden layer as illustrated in step 1©. Given this random
initialization, the entire library of operator set is evaluated for
selecting the operator set of the output layer. Given the selected
operator set for the output layer, the entire operator set library
is again evaluated for selecting the operator set of the hidden
layer. These two steps are repeated in the second pass of GIS
as illustrated in the bottom row of Figure 4.
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